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TIME: between 2 and 3
minutes
WHAT: Did you tell who your
president was?

5

4

Powerpoint
Compiled video
compiled video
between 2:45 and
between 2:45 and
2:30
3:00
Title Slide with your
president

FACTOIDS: Your president, their 9 - 10 / 10 of facts
DOB, DOD, who they ran against, given about your
what number president were they, president
they years they were president,
who was their VP, political party, at
least 1 MAJOR event that
happened during their presidency,
what are they known for (an event?
a speech? ), and where is their
presidental library

VIDEO CLIP: Include a video Included /
incorporated a 10
clip (10 seconds in length)
second video clip

7 - 8 of the 10 facts
given about your
president

3

2

Compiled video was
between 2:30
minutes and 2:30
minutes

Compiled videol was
between 2:30
minutes and 2:00
minutes

1

0

Compiled video was Compiled video was
between 2:00
under 90 seconds
minutes and 1:30
minutes

NOTES
M ake sure you have enough factoids in set the time for each slide that is suitable
(slides with text need more time), etc
List your president in the FIRST or
SECOND slide

5 - 6 of the 10 facts
given about your
president

3 - 4 of the 10 facts 2 facts or less about
given about your
your president
president

Be sure to read the list of FACTOIDS and
include this information somewhere within
your presentation / video

Included /
incorporated a video
clip less than 9
seconds OR more
than 10 seconds

No video clip
incorporated

I will help you get and trim video clips to
create a 10 second video

ANIMATIONS : Did you use
Used animations that
animations with your text boxes and/or added to the
pictures
presentation / video

Did NOT use any
animations within
the presentation /
video

Use animations that add to your
presentation / video - NOT distract from -DO NOT OVERUSE animations -- use
them "professionally"

TRANS ITIONS : Did you use
transitions between slides?

Did NOT use any
transitions within
the presentation /
video

Use transitions that add to your
presentation / video - NOT distract from -DO NOT OVERUSE transitions -- use
them "professionally"

Used transitions that
added to the
presentation / video
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5

Incorporated music add a short bit of
music (5 second
background music to
one slide)
REFERENCES: Minimum of 2 Had a reference slide at
the end of presentation
different websites - APA
style reference on the LAST with 2 references reference is APA style
slide of presentation

4

3

2

1

Did NOT incorporate
music

MUSIC: Feature
background music.

TEXT & SPELLING:

Text is spelling and
grammar free

0

Had a reference slide at
the end of presentation
with 1 references reference is APA style

Project was done in
your own words NOT COPY and
PASTED

Project had 1-2 slides
copied from a website
that isn't cited

EFFORT: A, C, or F effort?

Project was done with
an obvious effort to do
well and to do it
correctly.

Project was done with
some effort to do well
and to do it correctly.

I will give you a 5 second music file to add to one slide
somewhere in your presentation / video

DID NOT show
references at the end of We will go over how to create APA references - keep track
presentation
of the websites you use - WIKIs NOT ALLOWED
(Why?)

Text has 1-3 spelling Text has 4 - 6 spelling Text has 7 - 9 spelling Text has more than 10
and / or grammar errors and / or grammar errors and / or grammar errors spelling and / or
grammar errors

TEXT & PLAGARISM:

NOTES

Use the spell check feature

Do not copy and paste from websites. If you use a direct
quote from your president, please make sure you put it in
quotation marks. If you want to copy and paste a part of it
make sure you CITE the website exactly where you copy
and pasted it to. You may NOT have more than 2 slides
with direct copy and pasted material from websites. Put
everything IN YOUR OWN WORDS
Project was done with
an obvious lack of
effort. It seems as if it
was thrown together
to just get the job
done.

Getting a 5 in this category is EASY. Put in an effort.
M ake the presentation something you are proud of. Use
the tools and just make it look great!

